Approved Ethics & Society Certificate Electives
Fall 2020

NOTE: This list supersedes previous approval lists. If you would like to make your case for a Special Topics or Study Abroad course, email the Director, David Toole, with a syllabus and your defense for why said course should fulfill an Ethics & Society Certificate requirement. Courses from Duke University must carry an EI in order to be eligible for approval.

Philosophical Ethics

ETHICS 315S
Ethics and Philosophy of Sport

CLST 275/POLSCI 211/HISTORY 234/ETHICS 275
Democracy: Ancient and Modern

CLST 374S/NEUROSCI 274S/ETHICS 274S
Aristotle and Neuroscience

GERMAN 380/PHIL 286/LIT 280/POLSCI 378
Marx, Nietzsche, Freud

LIT 333S/GSF 333S/SOCIOL 330S
Bad Behavior

NAVALSCI 423S
Leadership and Ethics

PHIL 263
Chinese Philosophy

PHIL 270/ETHICS 270/ICS 271
Business Ethics: The Debate Over Corporate Social Responsibility

PHIL 345/ECON 319
The Philosophy and Methodology of Economics

POLSCI 275S/ICS 275S
Left, Right, and center: Competing Political Ideas

POLSCI 331/ECON 361/PHIL 246/RIGHTS 331
Prisoner’s Dilemma and Distributive Justice
Nietzsche’s Political Philosophy

Policy Choice as Value Conflict

Introduction to Religious Studies

Self, Society, and Art in Modern Hinduism

Buddhism

The New Testament

Islamic Mysticism: Perso-Indian (Eastern) Traditions

Cross-Cultural Ethical Traditions

Israel/Palestine: Comparative Perspectives

Transnational Feminism

Human Development

Introduction to Global Cultural Studies

Marxism and Society

Comparative Ethics

The Role of Race and Culture on Development
Global Health Ethics: Policy Choice as Value Conflict

Shamanism and Spirit Possession

Religion, Restrictions, and Violence

Buddhism and Sexuality

Religions and Politics in Post-Revolutionary Iran

Food, Culture, and Society

Gloval Displacement: Voix Francophone

Social Engineering and Social Movements in Eastern Europe and Asia

Ethics in Historical Perspective

South Africa: Past and Future

Apartheid South Africa and the Struggles for Democracy

Black Women, Black Freedom

United State Environmental Policy

Denial, Faith, Reason: Sustainability and Survival

Gender and Socialism
HISTORY 267S/ RUSSIAN 267S/ PUBPOL 267S/ SOCIOL 267S/ SES 267S/ ETHICS 267S
Global Cold War

HISTORY 352/ PUBPOL 220/ RIGHTS 352
Immigrant Dreams, U.S. Realities: Immigration Policy History

HISTORY 357S/ PUBPOL 232S
The Insurgent South

LIT 350/ NEUROSCI 250/ GSF 350/ LSGS 350/ ROMST 350
Brains, Everywhere

RELIGION 237/ VMS 233
Religion in American Life

RUSSIAN 325/ HISTORY 277/ RUSSIAN 525
Tolstoy and the Russian Experience

Ethics in Literature and Arts

ARTHIST 232
Japanese Art, 1600 to the Present

DOCST 224S/ EDUC 244S/ VMS 207S
Literacy Through Photography

LIT 382S/ AAAS 228S/ ENGLISH 379S
Fictions That Mark the Moment

RELIGION 368
The Theology and Fiction of C.S. Lewis

SES 270/ LIT 225/ ICS 262/ VMS 258/ AMI 274
Spies Like Us: Screening Cold War Espionage

Ethics of Contemporary Issues

AAAS 343/ LATAMER 343/ CULANTH 342/ SOCIOL 343/ RIGHTS 339
Displacements: Migration and Human Trafficking

AAAS 345/ LIT 343/ RIGHTS 345
African Americans, Mass Incarceration, and Citizenship
AAAS 397S/CULANTH 361S
African Climate Change: African Cities, Development, and Climate Change

AAAS 641S/SOCIOl 645S/CULANTH 641S
Citizen and Subject in a Neoliberal Age

KOREAN 455S
Korean Politics and Society: Academic Reading and Writing

BIOETHIC 602
LAW, RESEARCH, AND BIOETHICS

CESC 201S/EDUC 201S/PUBPOL 206S/POLSCI 213S/RGITHS 201S
Introduction to Engage Citizenship and Social Change

CLST 144
Principles of Archaeology

CULANTH 360/LIT 361/PUBPOL 358/AMES 360/SOCIOl 360/ICS 369
Global Apple: Life and Death and the Digital Revolution

ECON 337S
Inequalities and Low-Wage Work

ECON 348/GSF 230/ICS 348
Women in the Economy

ECON 432S/ENVIROl 332S
Environmental Justice: The Economics of Race, Place, and Pollution

EDUC 240S/PSY240S
Educational Psychology

EDUC 272S/PUBPOL 272S
Overlooked Children: Topics of Equity and Access in Gifted Education

EVANTH 359S
Primate Conservation

EVANTH 580S
Ethics in Evolutionary Anthropology

LINGUIST 498
Cyber aw: Law, Language, and Computers
Social Movements and Social Media

PJMS 371/PUBPOL 371/ETHICS 259/DOCST 371/RIGHTS 371
News as a Moral Battleground

POLSCI 145/ECON 119
Introduction to Political Economy

POLSCI 578S/ETHICS 578S
Contemporary Theories of Democracy

PSY 425
The Psychology of Consumers

PUBPOL 265S
Enterprising Leadership

PUBPOL 574/ENVIRON 572
Economic Evaluation of Sustainable Development

RUSSIAN 399/CULANTH 399/PUBPOL 223/ICS 399
Global Russia

SOCIOL 110D
Sociological Inquiry

SOCIOL 228
Incarceration and Inequality in the United States

SOCIOL 250
Medical Sociology

STA 470S
Introduction to Statistical Consulting